
Integrating fixed scanning and machine vision solutions is all about saving time, reducing costs, and meeting 
end-user needs. With Zebra’s groundbreaking new solutions and a partnership with our industrial automation 
experts at ADI, we’ll help you complete your deployments faster, with fewer headaches and more profitability.
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Save Time and Effort with a Simpler Approach to Automation

Deliver solutions 
faster with one unified 
scanning and machine 

vision platform.

Get jobs up and 
running in record time, 
with less hardware and 

less cost.

Simplify job setup 
with one amazingly 

easy-to-use software 
application.

Auto-tune image 
capture and settings 

with push-button 
simplicity.

Easily customize 
your optics and 

illumination to capture 
the right images.

Choose between 
Zebra liquid or 

C-mount lenses for 
the ideal optics.

Access simple but 
powerful tools for highly 

sophisticated image 
analysis.

Learn as you go 
with guided tutorials 

for beginners and 
experts alike.

Faster, Easier, and More Profitable Systems Integration
Fixed Industrial Scanning and Machine Vision from ADI and Zebra
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Learn More and Explore Our System Integrator Partnerships
Contact us now to schedule a discovery call and get started.

Why Systems Integrators Are Partnering with ADI and Zebra 

We Help You Complete Projects Faster and Hassle-Free
With ADI and Zebra, you can say goodbye to clunky, complicated interfaces that slow down your integrations. Zebra’s 
Aurora software and single hardware platform mean you can configure and integrate both fixed scanning and machine 
vision solutions with one solution. Even the most complex jobs are as simple as using a few sliders and radio buttons to 
get the results you need.

We Make Your Life Easier with a Single Plug-and-Play Platform
With Zebra, you can start with a fixed scanning device and upgrade it to machine vision capabilities with a simple 
software license upgrade. There’s one hardware platform where each device can capture up to 16 images from a single 
trigger event, each with its own settings, so you can get more done with less hardware. And you get all the connectivity, 
integration, and image analysis you need to handle even the most complex jobs with more flexibility than any other 
platform offers.

More Reasons to Partner with ADI and Zebra

You Get Solutions and Support from a Global Leader
Since 1969, Zebra Technologies has been a global leader in automated identification and data capture across virtually 
every industry. Zebra helped pioneer barcoding, RFID, and now fixed industrial scanning and machine vision solutions 
with an unrelenting focus on performance, quality, and value for integrators and end users.

We Open New Opportunities for Your Business
Zebra’s groundbreaking new solutions, along with ADI and Zebra’s global network across over 100 countries, mean we 
will bring leads and opportunities to you. Big players in the industrial automation space are going direct and leaving 
system integrators and distributors behind, but with ADI and Zebra, you can protect and grow your business with 
partners who are committed to the distribution and integration channel.

We Help You Get Up and Running Quickly
We’ll provide you with complimentary training, plus all the tools, resources, and a dedicated integrator support team 
to help you get up and running quickly, so you can start delivering industrial automation solutions faster and more 
profitably. 
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